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DATABYTE 

Cat Connor 
Sixth novel in the –byte series 

Cat Connor’s Databyte, a techno-thriller cum murder mystery, hits the spot and then some. Even 
if we’d never heard of the NSA, Eric Snowden, and Julian Assange, this book would be worth the 
price of admission just to eavesdrop on the internal dialogue of Supervisory Special Agent Ellie 

Conway. 
–Reed Farrel Coleman, three-time Shamus Award-winning author of The Hollow Girl 

 
When information becomes misinformation, how much of what you see should you believe? 

 
Wanted for a murder she didn’t commit and on the run from the FBI 
and Metro, Special Agent Ellie Conway has to protect an actor with 
close ties to Delta A from a serious threat as well as trying to clear her 
name. 
Unwittingly, whilst staying off the grid, Ellie stumbles  upon a 
syndicate – with alarming connections to her daughter’s death – 
which abducts her team, intending to kill them, forcing Ellie into 
unusual and dangerous strategies to rescue them and preserve her 
own life. 
 
                    About the Author 
Cat divides her time between her family, writing, and a retired racing 

greyhound, Romeo, who is her constant companion. Despite this, she has 

found the time to write twelve novels, including six so far in the -
Byte Series. She lives in New Zealand. 
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Available from www.rebelepublishers.com  Amazon, Smashwords, iTunes, Kobo, Waterstones, Barnes & 
Noble and many other retailers. 
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